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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 27 /1976

Fastringe und Fastkörper

27. Juni bis 3. Juli 1976

Die Vorträge und Diskussionen dieser Tagung behandelten

vielfältige Themen aus der Theorie der Faetr1nge. und Fast

körper. Folgende Themenkreise seien genannt:

Distributiv erzeugte Fastringe,

Fastringe von Gruppenabbildungen,

Hear integral domains,

Beziehungen zwischen Fastringtheorie und Geometrie,

Fastbereiche und scharf n-fach transitive Permutationsgruppen,

Radikaltheorie,

Garbendarstellungen. -

Die Leitung hatte G. Betsch (TUbingen). 

Gleichzeitig mit dieser Tagung fand im Mathematischen

Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach auch eine Tagung über

"Bol and Moufang Loopa f1 statt (Vgl. Tagungsbericht 28/1976).

Es gab sehr anregende Diskussionen zwischen Spezialisten

für Loops und Fastring-Theoretlkern. Ein Vortrag von J. Andr~

über "Some topics on linear algebra over near-fields" wurde

ins Vortragsprogramm beider Tagungen aufgenommen.
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Vortragsauszüge

H. E. BELL: Commutativity theorems for distributively

generated near-rings.

Consider the following conditions for near-rings R:

(C 1) For each x, y E R, there exist integere n, m ~

for which xy = ymxn.

For each x, y c R, there existe an integer n ~1

such that xy = yxn •

We prove that

(1) if R i8 any dietributively generated near-ring

satisfy1ng (01) and having no non-trivial nil ideals,

then R is a commutative ring;

(2) if R 18 a d. g. nesr-ring with 1 which satisfies

(C 2 ), then R i8 a commutative ring.

G. BETSCH: Near-rings of group mappings.

Let ( f', +) be a (not necessarily commutative) group,

and let G be a group of automorphisIDs of r (wri tten as left

operators of r). The mappings n: r ----7J' r : ! ~ In
with the propert1es

1 ) o n = 0 (0 the neutral element cf " ),
2) (go )n g(t n ) for all gc G and all 0 € f'.

form a (Ieft) near-ring MG( r) with identity. So far,

MG( r) has been etudied under the assumption, that G i8

fixed point free (cf. e. g. the lectures by Clay and

Ramakotaiah during this conference and the author's paper

in Col1. Math. Soc. Janos Bolya1 ~ (1973), p. 73 - 102).
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The emphas1s of the present talk i6 on the ease where G i8

not nece8sarily fixed point free.

We exhibi t properties of M: = MG ( r), among whieh we mention

the following:

1.If (41)1EI 18 a fam11y of representatives of the

orbi te of G on r, {o J , then the additive group of M

18 isomorphie to the direct product (unrestricted direct

sum) of the subgroups liM of r (1 €" I) •

2. There 1s a close connection between the G-subgreupa o~ f'
(subgroups.f) cf r with GJ2 ~ J2) and the left invariant

subnear-rings cf M.

D. W. BLACKETT: Adam's Resulte on Near-Integral-Domains.

A numer1cal test ie given to determ1ne which finite abelien

groupe csn be the additive group cf e near-integrel-domain.

Matrix algebra 1s used ta define a elBss of near-integral

domains for which the additive graupe include examplee cf

non-nilpotent infinite groupe and examples of finite and

infinite nilpotent graupe cf elass n where n is any

positive integer.

J. R. CLAY: The Group af Units cf M~.

For a fixed point free group G cf automorphisms of a group

(r, + ) i t 18 natural to look at

MG<r):= {f:r--:;.r/(X!)f = X(!f) for all~c(7'J
all x ~G •

Betsch has shown quite nicely how this near-ring enjoY8

a theory analogouB to the theory of the ring "LF(V, V)
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of linear transformations of a veetor space over a field F.

If this vector spaee V 1s finite dimensional, then the group

cf un1ts of this ring GL(n, F) has been a rieh souree cf

intereating study. The work of Betsch makes one be1ieve that

the group cf unite of MG( fT) would probab1y also provide

interesting atudy. Early investigations support strongly

this idea.

~ The group cf units cf MG(") has a nice structure defined

very neatly ae a wreath produet. If G is abelian end has

a finite number of orbits on i', then there ie a funetion

D: U(MG( r» ---7' G that behaves strikingly like the

determinan~ funetion for ~(V, V) when V haB 'finite dimension

over F.

c. FERRERO COTTI: On near-ringe containing a ring with

involution.

If a nesr-ring N has the property

(1) xy = zt ==~ yx = tz (x, y, z, t c N),

then the correapondenee j*: xy ~yx

i8 a mapping of W2 := i xy I x, y ~ N J into i teelf.

A nesr-ring N with property (1) 1e ealled a J-near-ring.

A J-near-r1ng with (left or right) identity i8 a commutative

ring. A (Blackett) simple J-near-ring 18 a field.

I heve got a construction cf all J-near-rings N w1th the

propert1es 1) N3 = 0 and

i1) N2 18 contained in the additive center

of N+.
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A J-near-ring N i8 called a J~-near-ring if and only if

j*: xy --? yx induces an additive endomorphism of N2 •

The elass cf all J*-near-rings N with j~(J) ~ J for every

ideal J of N2 is a variety. - Reeults in this context are

useful to study [N, j] -near-rings. Here an [N, j] -near

ring i6 the structure formed by a near-ring N and an involu

torial additive endomerphism j of N2 •

In order to obtain decompositions of N it i8 useful to

consider the following sets:

jZN:= -Lx e N j(xy) yx for all y tf N} and

ZN:= {x €N j (xy) xy for all y C N } •

If N 18 a [N, jJ -near-ring, N2 a ring and N = ZN + jZN '

then there exists an epimorphic image cf N which is a ring.

G. FERRERO: On a geometrie interpretation of distributivity.

Let (8, +) be a gruppoid, which admits a geometrie inter-

pretation. An associative multiplication on S induces a

semigroup T of endomorphi8~8 of (8, +) and the related

geometry iff this multiplication is right or left distributive

with respect to addition. We want T to be a group. This leads

to the following definition:

A 8teiner ringoid i8 an algebraie structure (8, +, .)

with two binary operations + and • such that

1) 'Va,bcS: a+a a

e

a + b b + a ,

(a + b) + a b.

2 ) ( 8, .) isa group.
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(a + b)c = sc + bc •

Let S be s Steiner ringoid. Taking as points the elements

of Sand as lines the sets {x, y, x + Y} with x ~ y ,

we obtain aSteiner tripIe system. Each Steiner tripIe

system with a regular group of-automorphisms ean be obtained

from aSteiner ringoid. The investigation cf Steiner ringoids

i6 equivalent to the investigation of systems (S, _, ~ ),

• where (S, _) 18 a group and Oe: ie a mapping of Sinto i taelf

satisfying

lX(1) = 1, 0\( CX(x» = x,

•

Given auch a system (8, _, ~ it 1s useful to consider the

permutation group L: on S generated by ~ end i: x ~x-1 •

As an ~pplieation we mention the solution cf a problem cf

Doyen: There da not exist two disjoint 8teiner tripie

systems with the same cyclic regular group of automorphisme

of order 6k + 3, where 2 L k.

w. REISE: On Borne Steiner systems_

Abrief survey of E. Wittts paper uttber Steinersche

Systemen (Abh. Math. Sem. Univ. Hamburg ~ (1938» and

rediscoveries cf its theorems are given. It 18 proved that

there is no Steiner system of type 8(4, 10, 66).

(See HALDER/HEISE: Einführung in die Kombinatorik.

Carl Hanser Verlag München 1976, p. 240 f.)
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M. HOLCOMBE: Special Radical Functors.

(Joint work with R. WALKER).

Radical functore have been etudied in a class of general

categoriee. The concept of a special radicsl for rings i8

generalised to the theory of categories. Conditions for a

radicsl functor to be special are obtained end these lead

to the definition of a new radicsl for neer-rings which i6

special and closely related to the existing Jacobson-type ~
radicale for near-ringe.

H. KARZEL: Permutation sets. near-domains. and derived

geometrical structures.

~There 18 a bijective correepondenee between near-domains

and sharpIy 2-transitive groupe and between K.T.-fields

and sharply 3-traneitive groupe. Eaeh sharply 2-transitive

group (M, r) 16 a symmetrie permutation set; this means,

the axiom

(S) "For any two permutations 04.., (3 ~ r the existence of x c M
-'" -"with O«x) I (3(x) andOC (3(x) =~ A"(x) implies

ti" ~ = ~_4t>( "

1s valid. If (M, r ) is asymmetrie sharply 3-transitive

permutation set, such that r contains the identity, then ~

1e a group, and the correBpond~ng K.T.-field 18 a commutative

field.

Let F be a near-domain, K a Bubnear-domain of F with KIF,

r the corresponding sharply 2-transitive group, and

0:= {a + bK : a, b <E F, b -I 0 }, then (F, .ca, P ) ia a

2-incidence group; this meane:

~
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1. (F,~) i8 an incidence spacej

2. (F, r) is a sharply 2-transitive group;

3. Each (fe r 1a an automorphiam of (F.1/).-

Each 2-incidence group can be derived in th1s way.

Connections between such paire of near-domains and the

corresponding 2-incidence graupe are discuBsed.

References.

1. H. KARZEL. Symmetrische Permutationsmengen. Aeq. Math.

(tc appear).

2. H. KARZEL. Some recent results on incidence graupe.

Poundatione of geometry. Selected Proceedings of a

conference. Toronto.

C. LYONS: A characterization of the radicsl af BeG) in

terme of G.

Let G be a group satiefying both the maximum and minimum

condition on fully invariant eubgroupe. Let C be a chain

of subgroups of G [G = Co' Ci _ 1 :::> Ci' Cn (0)] ,

with each Ci fully invariant in G, and each pair Ci _1 ' Ci

sati8fying

(*) 0i_1 ""2 H "2 Ci and H fuily invariant in G• ==~ H = C1 _ 1 or H Ci .
It 18 shown that for each chain C with (*),

J(E) = fo( {C1_1 ()( ~ Ci for i = 1, 2, ... , n f.
Using this fact we obeerve that the nil radicsl equale the

primitive radical whenever G 18 finite (Johnson MR 48~4056).

We Bay that a chain D cf subgroups of G [G = Do ' D
i

_1 ::> D
i

,

Dn = (0)-1 characterizee J(E) if
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J (E) = {()( IDi _ 1 ()<. f Di for i = 1, 2, ••• , n } and

Di _1J(E) i Di + 1 • Using this definition we prove that if G

i6 a finite abelian group then the chain of Frattini subgroups

of G [Di the Frattini subgroup of Di _ 1 ] eharacterizes J(E).

This result eannot be extended even to finite p-groups.

However, using semi-direet products we ean classify certain

groupe G for whieh the chain of Frattini subgroups of G 18

refined by any chain which charaeterizes J(E).

J. J. MALONE: Faudree's groups and E(G).

R. J. Faudree [Proe. Amer. Math. Soc. 27 (1971), 236 - 24o_7

has exhibited a elass of non-abelian p-groups (one group for

each p) of exponent p2 with the following properties:

1) GP = Up(G) = G' = ~ (G) = Z(G), 2) each automorphism

of G 1s central, end 3) each endomorphism which ie not

an automorphiem has its image in Z(G). For such graups the

d. g. nesr-ring E(G) 1s actually a ring. (However, for p = 2,

Faudreets group does not have the properties claimed.)

In thie paper, it 1s assumed we are dealing with a finite

non-abelian group of exponent p2, p odd, and the necessity cf

the three conditions i8 explored. It ie seen that the

following conditiona are necessary:

i) GP = uP ( G) = G' = ~ (G) ~ Z ( G) and

11) each endomorphism of G whieh i8 not an automorph1sm

has 1ts image in Z(G).

G. MASON: Inject1ve and projective near-ring modules.

Let R be a near-ring with two-sided O. There are no

injective R-modules.
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Now let Rand its modules be unital. The following are

equivalent and ean never oeeur: a) Every R-module is injective,

M
rt

Define M to be n-injeetive if every diagram 0 --.p A 7 B

in whieh g is anormal homomorphism ean be eompleted.
f

Consider a ahort exaet sequence 0 ~ A~ B~ C~ 0 •

If there i8 a normal splitting map g: C --7B for f,

we say that C is strietly projeetive and A i6 1008ely injective.

n-injective modules are loosely injective but the converse

in general 1s false. The following are equivalent:

a) every module is n-injective, b) every module i6 loosely

injeetive, c) every module i8 strietly projective,

d) every module 1s semi-simple.- By universal algebra, free

modules exist and every module 1s a faetor of a free module.

Free modules and strietly projeetive modules are projective

since P i8 projective iff there is a free module F with sub

module K such that F 1s the 6emi-direet sum of P and K.

The following are equ1valent: a) every module 16 projeetive,

b) for every M and every submodule A of M there 16 a subgroup

B of M such that M is the semi-direct surn ef A and B.

J. D. P. MELDRUM: Structure theorems for merphism nesr-rings.

Aseries ef an R module G is an R· ser1es if all its subgroups

are R Bubgroups and 1ts factars ean all be defined as

R groupe. Each R module G has a maximal R series and hence

R has an ideal N Buch that R/N 1s a subdirect eum cf near

rings with a faithful repreeentat10n on simple R modules.

If the Beries 1s finite then N 1s n1lpotent.
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Let (R, S) be a d. g. nesr ring, G a faithful (R, S) module

such that S ~Inn G, the inner automorphisms of G. If G has

a finite maximal S series of type n then N(R) = J 2 (R) i8

nilpotent of elaes n. If G is soluble of derived length n,

then N = N(R) ie nilpotent of elass n snd R/N 1s a ring.

If G 18 the symmetrie group on n symbole, n~ 5, then N2

°
and HIN = To(An ) (±) Z2 ' and (N, +) 1s isomorphie to a sub-

group of (An' +). Finally if G has a finite S series whose •

factors are either finite non sbelian S simple or soluble

then Nn = 0, for some n, R/N = A@ B where A 1s a Bubdirect

sum of near-rings of the form To(H), H finite non abelian

S simple and B 1s a ring.

R. MLITZ: The application cf some ideas of the near-ring

radicsl theory to universal algebra.

The density theorems ror k-primitive nesr-rings proved by

Betsch, Polin and Ramakotaiah suggest a generalization to

certaln varieties cf universal algebrase Given any variety

of universal algebras (with at least one n-ary operation

with n }1), we first define 1eft-modules over these algebrss

and their annihilators. For every radieal RK in the sense of

Hoehnke defined by a elass K cf such 1eft modules, every

RK-semleimple algebra 18 a subdireet product cf K-primitive

algebras. If now the module operation 1s 8SBoeiative and

left distributive, we get the following results:

(1) For every elsss K cf cyelie modules defining a radiesl

RK, a generalization cf Betseh's density theorem for

O-prim1tive nesr-ringe holde for K-primitive algebras.

•
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(2) Jaeobson's density theorem for primitive rings ean be

generalized to the J-primitive algebras for a certain

eIses J of cyclic 1eft modules. The application of this

deneity theorem to (not necessarily zero-symmetrie)

near-rings g1ves exactly the density theorem presented on

the conference by Mr. Pilz.

w. B. MULLER: über Abbildungen mit Kettenregel in Fastringen.

Angeregt durch Untersuchungen von K. Menger (Algebra of

Analysis (1944» und W. Nöbauer (Derivationssysteme mit

Kettenregel (1963»Uber die Existenz von Abbildungen mit

Kettenregel in gewissen Trioperationalen Algebren werden

Abbildungen Deines Fastrings <F, .,o>in sich studiert, die

der folgenden Bedingung genügen:

(i) D(fo g) = (D(F) 0 g) .D{g) für alle f, g ~ F.

Es wird die Gesamtheit aller Abbildungen D: F ~F , die

der Kettenregel (i) genügen, ermittelt. Weiters wird gezei~t,

daS ee genau einen Homomorphismus der Gruppe(F, .> mit

Kettenregel gibt, d.h. genau eine Abbildung D: F~ F , .

die auBer (i) auch noch

(11) D(f.g) = D{f).D(g) für alle f, gc F erfüllt.

Zuletzt werden noch. Abbildungen D: F ~F studiert, die

außer (1) noch der folgenden Bedingung genUgen:

(ii1) D(a.f) = B.D(f) für alle Konstanten a und alle f c F.

A. 'OSWALD: Completely Reducible Near-ringe.

With the natural definition of a regular neer-ring it can

be shown that in the preeence of a suitable chain condition

a regular near-ring 1a completely reducible. The converse ie
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investigated by writing a completely redueible neer-ring as

a direct suro of its ring part and its non-ring part. If the

non-ring part has no nilpotent N-subgroups and the property

(*) x, yE N with xt = yt for all t c N implies x = y,

then it 16 regular. Condition (*) holde for a d. g. neer-ring

without nilpotent N-subgroups so in this ease N i6 completely

reducible meane that N is regular.

G. PILZ: On the theory of near-ring rad1eals.

For a (right) near-ring NIet No := {n€N InO O} and

Ne := {n~N I nO = n 1 · It 18 weIl known that N = No + Ne

(as additive graupe). Up to now, near-ring radieals were mainly

studied for near-rings with N = No. Here we extend this theory

to arbitrary nesr-rings. The coneepts of N-groups cf type y,

~-primit1ve nesr-rings, ~-modular left ideals and the

Jacobson-type radieals J y (Y= 0, 1, 2) are defined similar

to the N = No ease. The density theorem for 2-primitive near-

rings with identity ean be extended to near-rings with N F No.

Some applications of this theorem (to group endomorphisms,

interpolation theory and to polynomial functions) are given.

Us1ng results on~-modular left ideals, one ean caleulate the

radicals of related near-rings: Let I ~ N and 'cl i €- I: Ni = 1i. •

Then Jy-(I).2 Jy(N) () I (equality holde for y= 2 and

(if N = No satisfies the DCC) also forY= 1). I~(Ni)iceI

'Ir C 11i8 a family of neer-rings then JY(ic I Ni) - i~ I Jy(Ni )

and J"(i~I Ni)~ i~I J..,(N i )· Also, Jy(No ) ~ Jv(N)

(equality does not hold in general).
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D. RAMAKOTAIAH: One-sided ideals in near-rings of

transformations.

Let G be an arbitrary group and S a centra11zer of G. Then

N(S) 1s the near-ring of transformations of G over S. The

aim of this note is to characterize minimal and maximal

right ideals of N(S). In addition to the characterization

of minimal and maximal right ideals of N(S), it 18 shown that

.~ N(S) is a ring iff N(S) is a division ring and N(S) is right

Artinian iff N(S) is right Noetherian. In the finite topology

of N(S), it i8 ehown that 1) every minimal right ideal of N(S)

is closed, 2) minimal right ideals of N(S) which are of type 2

are both elosed and open, and 3) maximal right ideale cf N(S)

which are of type 1 are denee in N(S). Finallya sequence

cf equivalent statements have been mentioned.

S. D. SCOTT: Near-ringe generated by fixed point free

Automorphisms.

Let G be a finite group with a f1xed point free automorphismr.

Let N be the near-ring generated by JA . The following theorem

ean be proved.

Theorem. N+ is nilpotent ift G is nilpotent.

The ease where N+ ie soluble ean be inveetigated. We make

the following eonjeeturee:

A. N 18 soluble ==~ G i8 soluble.

B. The radieal of N, J 2 (N) i8 nilpotent.

If A and B hold then it ean be shown that a finite group

with a fixed point free automorphi8m 16 soluble.
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(F) ={Ol:X ~a + InX; m I 0;

T 3(F) ={Oll ~ ; ~ :x --:;>a + mx;
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G. SZETO: The Peirce shee! representation of neer-rings.

It i8 proved ~hat R 18 e near-ring with identity in which

every element 16 apower of itself if end only if it 18

isomorphie with a near-ring cf sect10ns of a aheaf of nesr-

f1elds in wh1ch every element 18 apower of i~self. We also

obtain that the Boolean spectrum 1s homeomorphic with the

space cf all completely prime ideals of R with the Zer1ski

topology.

H. WEFELSCHE1D and W. KERBY: Near-domain8 and sharply

n-transitive groups I, 11.

The following theorem eonnecting sharply 2-transitive

(sharply 3-traneitive) graupe, and near-damains (KT-fields),

was stated:

Every sharply 2-transitive group (3-transitive group) ean

s, m cF f
~:x ~ s + <o(b+IDX); ]

m I 0; 8, b, m G F

over a uniquely determined near-domain (F, +, .)

(KT-f1eld (F, +, .,6)).

The question as to the ex1stence of near-domains whieh are

not near-fields remains open. Some theorems ~oncerning the

structure cf near-domains were presented.

For E = {x cF: 1 + x = x + 1J we have: If char F > 2.

then (E, +, .) is the Iargest subnear-field of (F, +, .)

and ei ther E F or [F*: E*] = 'F I •
If char F 3, then F 18 a near-field.
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* *7T' -4 F ==~ (F, +, .) i8 a (normal)

near-field (W = prime field).

If (F, +, .,fD) 1e a KT-field and eher F - 1 mod 3, then

(F, +, .) 1e a near-field.

A method for constructing sharply 3-transitive groupe was

. presented and all known sharply 3-transitive groupe are

conatructed by this method.

H. J. WEINERT: On distributive nearrings.

Let R = (R, +, .) be a distributive (distrb.) nearring,

K the eommutator Bubgroup of (R, +) and N the annihilator

of R. Then K ~ N, henee R 18 the extension of a group (K, +)

by a ring R/K = (P, +, .). These extensions can be charac

terized and eonstructed (following Schreier and Everett) by

a parameter sys-tem [A, BJ ,olCf(B), (A, B>such that

(A , On + ( B, <X ) (A + B, ( A, B] + c)( 'f( B) + (3 ),
(A, l>( ) (B, (3 ) (A. B, (A, B> ). Also a very general equi-

valence problem corresponding to each nearring isomorphisID

;t: (R, +, .) ~(R = Rt , +, *) is solved. These results

prove useful in order to construct all distrb. nearr1ngs of

emaIl order, or with some propert1es on (p, +, .),and to

~ extend theorems from rings to distrb. nearrings. for instance

commutativity theorems due to Jacobson. In the second part of

the talk we prove the following representation theorem: Let

(G, +) ? (U, +) 2 (w, +) be groups, (W, +) commutative,

and let E be the set of all mappings <f: G~U such that

the restrict10n of ~ on U 1e a homo~orphiam of (U, +) into

(W, +). Then (E, +, .) with the ususl operations 1e a distrb.
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nearring, and each distrb. nearring has a monomorphism

into (E, +, .) using (G, +) ~ (R, +) ;2 (R 2 , +), G being any

group (or merely a set) properly containing R. Similar

theorems are given for nearrings, semirings and seminearrings.

In ease of" semirings (R, +, .), the partial endomorphisms

with respect to (G, +) 2 (R, +) 2 (R2 , +) form a semiring

if (R2 , +) i8 subcommutative, but not in general. Dur

eounter-examples are easy to obtain and apply also to problems ~

concerning the embedding of all endomorphisms of a semigroup

(R, +) into a semiring.

Y. - F. WONG: Shea! Representations cf Near-algebras.

Let R be a eommutative ring with 1. We cal1 A a nesr-algebra

over R if (1) (A, +, .) is a near~ring, and (2) there exists

a sealar multiplication R X A --?-A such that rxa € At

( r ' r' , )xa = r' X ( r I IX a), r y. ( a I • a' ') = (rx a' ) •a' ,

for esch r l
, r" eR, a', a" c At and 1)('8 = a.

a' • ( r)C a' I )

This i8 a general1zation of a near-algebra over a field

defined by H. Brown (Illineis J. Math •.~ (1968), 215 - 227).

Now we note that R·1 i8 a subring of A, so the Pierce sheaf

ean be constructed over the Boolean spectrum of R·1. We have:

. A is isomorphie with the near-algebra of seetions of the ~
shesf with stalks A/xA where x 18 a point of the Boolean

spectrum. Some propertiee of Aare obtained by using such a

sheaf representation cf A.
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R. W. ZEAMER: Near Rings on Free Groups.

Let F = Z(S) be the free group on S. Then Z(G) is the free

d. g. nesr ring on a group G. The units cf Z(G) are precisely

the elements of G~· -G. Z(G) has no zero-divisors iff G.is

torsion free. G torsion free imp11es x t Z(G) ean be written

as a finite product of primes. Let I I denote ward length.

rrr wi is a reduced product if IIrwi I ='Ir Jwi I • Call p

primary if p = a.b, where a is a reduced produet, a or b i8

a unit.Then x t Z(G) ean be written uniquely as a reduced

product of primariee up to the order cf prime faetorization

cf certain integers and multiplication by units, provided

1 # ge G imp11es g2 # 1. A presentation i8 found for

gp(Hom(G, F» which shows that E(F) = Z(T),* (x~ lex) ,

where I ~ I' = {x~ F I x 1 ny for n> 1, yt- F} 18 Buch that

flf"\{x, -xi} = 1 Vxcl' and Cx =ir€End(F)1 (F)Cf~ zxl~zS,

T tf~ End(F) I rank (F) Cf '> 1 1. For a group presentation

G F/N there 18 a presentatien for the d. g. near ring E(G)

as a quotient of CN = gp(EN), where EN= 1y€End(F)/ (N)r ~ N} ,

E(G) ~ tN/a N with aN = 15~EN I(F)~ ~ N1.
Let F be relatively free ef infinite rank,

~ = i Cl~ E(F) SUbgrouplctright and left closed} • The

usual Bubgroup multiplication makes r a monoid. 7 containe

Bubmonoids Jl ,Jl1auch that ...,A,{ ~ U I ~ / ~ V 0/'

where tr is the monoid cf verbal subgroups cf F. H~ F 18

2-sided with respect to every d. g. near ring on F iff H 1a

fully invariant.

G. Betsch (Tübingen)
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